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NAME: Ruul, a Félvér Herceg RACE: Half-Orc CLASS: Fighter (slayer) 

ALIGNMENT: Good XP: 16,500 LEVEL: 9 

 
SKILLS 

 TOTAL  (no armor) 

Acrobatics +8 +8 

Arcana +4  

Athletics +15 +15 

Bluff +4  

Diplomacy +4  

Dungeoneering +3  

Endurance +11 +11 

Heal +3  

History +4  

Insight +3  

Intimidate +11  

Nature +3  

Perception +3  

Religion +4  

Stealth +8 +8 

Streetwise +4  

Thievery +8 +8 

 

ABILITIES 
 Score Check 

STRENGTH 22 +10 

CONSTITUTION 11 +4 

DEXTERITY 18 +8 

INTELLIGENCE 10 +4 

WISDOM 8 +3 

CHARISMA 10 +4 

 
SENSES 

PASSIVE INSIGHT 13 

PASSIVE PERCEPTION 13 

SPECIAL SENSES 
low-light vision 

 
LANGUAGES 

Common, Giant 

 

* FEATS AND NON-COMBAT ° CLASS/RACE FEATURES 
* Weapon Proficiency: Gouge Proficiency with gouge. 

* Spear Expertise +1 (feat) bonus to attack - already included. +1 bonus to damage while charging. 

* Weapon Focus: Spear +1 (feat) bonus to damage - already included.  

* Headman's Chop +5 damage when you hit a prone target. 

* Surprising Charge +1[W] damage when charging against a target granting combat advantage. 

 
EQUIPMENT 

Backpack, bedroll, flint & steel, belt pouch,   10   sunrods, 50' hempen rope, waterskin, some trail rations,    

climber's kit (grappling hook, small hamnmer, 10 pitons - +2 bonus to Athletics checks when climbing), 

   2   everburning torches (burns forever, no heat, bright light in 5 squares, can be put away in a backpack) 

 

Vicious Gouge +2 (Brutal 1: reroll each damage-die that results in 1;Crit: +2d12). 

Trident of Long Range +1 (versatile weapon: +1 damage if wielded 2-handed; +10 long range, no penalty for long-range attacks) 

Brooch of Unerring Defense +2 (+2 to Fortiude, Reflex, Will - already included; 1/2 (non-ongoing) damage if damaged by a missed attack) 

Scale Armor of Durability +2 (armor check penalty -1; +2 (item) bonus on your healing surge value - already included) 

Bracers of Mighty Striking (+2 (item) bonus on damage rolls with melee basic attacks - already included). 

  1  Potion of Vitality (see next page) 

 

 

 

12 platinum pieces, 27 gold pieces 

 

CONCEPT 
Ruul rabszolgának született, 
gladiátorok gyermeke. A 
szolgasorból Adizmund király 
lovagjai szabadították ki, majd a 
jo'harai arénában szerzett – már 
szabad gladiátorként – hírnevet. 
A királygyilkosság után a gonosz 
régens elleni lázadás vezéralakja 
lett. 
 

 

 

 

total weight: 115 lbs;   normal load: -220 lbs 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMBAT PROFILE 
INITIATIVE +8 SPEED 5 ACTION POINT  

 
DEFENSES 

AC 24 

FORTITUDE 24 

REFLEX 20 

WILL 16 

 HP 

MAX 74 hp 

BLOODIED 37 hp 

SURGE/DAY 9/day 

HP / SURGE  20 hp/surge 

HP: 
 
 

Surges: 
 
 
 

COMBAT FEATURES 
Spear Expertise: +1 damage with while charging. 

Surprising Charge: +1[W] damage when charging against a target granting combat advantage. 

Swift Charge: +2 speed when charging 

Headman's Chop: +5 damage when you hit a prone target 

Brutal Gouge: re-roll each damage die that results in 1. 

Brooch of Unerring Defense: 1/2 (non-ongoing) damage if damaged by a missed attack. 

Stances: these powers can be activated at-will; and last until the end of the encounter.  
Only one stance can be active at a time. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Power Strike 
(2/encounter) 

If you hit with a melee basic attack → (No Action) extra [1W] damage  & 
knock the target prone. 

Furious Assault If you hit with an attack → (Free Action) extra [1W] damage. 

 

UTILITY AND NON-ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Berserker's Charge Stance. Minor Action. When charging, you have +2 (power) bonus to speed and attack.  

Duelist's Assault Stance. Minor Action. +4 (power) bonus to melee damage, if you are the only creature adjacent to the target. 

Unfettered Fury Stance. Minor Action. -2 to attack, +4 (power) bonus to damage. 

Quick Swap Free Action (1/turn). Draw or stow a weapon, then draw a weapon. 

Single Out Minor Action. Ranged 5. The target grants combat advantage to you until the end of your next turn. 

Half-Orc Resilience When you are first bloodied in an encounter → (No Action) you gain 5 temporary hp. 

Settling the Score If you are hit by an attack → (Immediate Reaction) you gain +2 (power) bonus to attacks against this attacker  
until the end of the encounter. 

 

MAGIC ITEM POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily, consumable) 
Potion of Vitality  Minor Action. Lose a Healing Surge to regain 25 hp and make one saving throw. 

 

WEAPON ATTACK  DAMAGE CRITICAL DISTANCE 
Gouge melee basic attack  +16 2d6 + 17 max + 2d12 - 
Trident ranged basic attack +15 1d8 + 14 max + 1d6  16 squares 
 


